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Life insurance is made simple and useful 

Basic necessity – cannot be ignored 

Goes beyond financial security, in case of the breadwinner’s death 

Insurance + systematic wealth accumulation - not a bad deal at all 

Everyone needs life insurance

Life insurance that is simple and easy to understand 

Life insurance is almost a basic need. It’s the  It fulfills different purposes for different 

people and can provide valuable benefits if you make your choices carefully.

Like many think mistakenly, life insurance is in the event of untimely death of a

family breadwinner

It can also be a that benefits almost all. Whether you are young or old, rich or poor, employed or a business person - you can get 

a plan tailor made for you. 

 

But while  they do not ask for it. Many believe life insurance is difficult to understand, the selling process is pushy or cumbersome and the 

benefits are not really useful. 

That’s why you need life insurance plans with at a backed up by 

first step in Personal Financial Planning.

not just for financial protection 

comprehensive wealth accumulation solution 

everyone may need life insurance,

simple, easy to understand real benefits good price, efficient service
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How life insurance is different from other investments?

All of us avoid risk - consciously or sub consciously 

Saving for a better tomorrow is essential 

Longer the better 

In a way, all investments are insurance  and all insurance is investment  

Specifically, many life insurance plans – have a savings component that earn return just like in any other investments

(eg., fixed deposits, bonds or mutual funds) 

But the main difference - life insurance really is a long term investment. You must look at life insurance beyond 5-10 years to get the right benefits. It also locks up your funds 

for future needs so that you do not fitter away and miss your long term financial goals.

(against financial risks) (for a better tomorrow)
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What are the real benefits from life insurance? 

Financial benefits of life insurance

Behavioural benefit of life insurance

Savings locked in for specific purpose

Life insurance gives two types of benefits -  and . Financially, the first and the most important one - life 

insurance protects the family against the of the untimely death of the breadwinner. This is a real risk most of 

us underplay. Everything does not go as planned. Life throws up nasty surprises. The only way to somewhat reduce the pain of 

death in the family is to make sure that at least financially the family is secure. 

Once this risk is taken care of, you need money for things you wanted to do in your life. Educate children, build a nice home, have a peaceful retirement, meet the wedding 

expenses of your children. To meet these financial goals - you need both  and  This is where the behavioral advantage of life insurance scores over others. 

Life insurance helps you  

 

When you save through life insurance your behavior changes subtly. You become more  with your savings. As you pay your 

premiums regularly, your savings accumulate steadily and get  in future.

Financial Behavioral

’cash flow risk‘ 

start

Money Planning.

plan early, save regularly, think long term and protect against downside risks.

cautious, caring, systematic and disciplined

locked in for a specific purpose
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What are the real benefits from life insurance? 

Tax benefits on life insurance

Life insurance also gives  on the premiums paid and benefits receivedtax breaks

3-1

The various tax breaks available under insurance plans include - 

• Life insurance plans are eligible for tax deduction under Sec. 80C

• Pension plans are eligible for a tax deduction under Sec. 80CCC 

• Health insurance plans/riders are eligible for tax deduction under Sec. 80D 

•
subject to norms prescribed under it
The proceeds or withdrawals of life insurance plans are exempt under Sec. 10(10D),

* These benefits are as per the current tax laws. Please consult your tax advisor for further details.



What about returns? Are they guaranteed? 

Returns not guaranteed but benchmarked to market returns

Long term investments even out market volatility

Taking inflation into account

Balanced portfolio gives higher returns

The return you get on your savings in ULIPs are not guaranteed but  Depending on debt or 

equity or a mix of both you may choose as your fund options - your returns may vary between  

You should note these are  The actual returns depend on market conditions and you may 

check the benefit illustration for estimated returns. 

When you invest for long term, the market volatility evens out and you are likely to receive higher returns than in Guaranteed 

plans. All funds invest in the market only and no one can offer a guarantee higher than what’s delivered by the market without running the risk of insolvency. So while providing 

the guarantee, they go conservative and fix the guarantee at less than the market potential return. 

When you take inflation into account, an assured rate of return may not give much real return

If you do proper financial planning, you may put some money in fixed income securities like bank deposits and bonds and balance in ULIPs and mutual funds. 

 like this has greater chance of  to meet your financial goals.

benchmarked to market returns.

6-10% on long term basis.

indicative and not assured returns.

A balanced 

portfolio reducing your overall risk and giving you higher returns
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Why shouldn’t I buy, a simple risk protection insurance and
invest savings separately in other investments? 

Why invest in life insurance? 

Tangible and intangible benefits of life insurance 

Diversification leads to risk reduction 

Many times customers ask, why not buy a simple term plan for risk protection and for investments choose other avenues? 

Such a separation of funds requires  separately. Moreover investments in short 

term avenues may not be good enough for long term financial needs. The investment strategy of managing funds for short 

term and long term are essentially different. Customers also need to lock in their money and avoid temptation of using them 

for short term purposes. Also saving regularly through premium payments help inculcates a

 These tangible and intangible benefits may not accrue to investors if they separate savings and risk components into two 

different plans. The transactional costs and cumbersomeness in maintaining multiple folios  

Our recommendation is to weigh each investment option including life insurance carefully against your needs. It’s a good idea to 

 including Savings cum Life Insurance. Such a diversification  and develops a 

balanced portfolio for you. Life insurance plans also offer market linked returns basing on the asset class chosen, provide for switching between funds and give loan facility for 

short term liquidity needs.

careful selection of risk and investment plans

 rhythm of savings that leads to 

sizeable accumulation of money over longer time.

may cause leakages.

diversify your savings across several asset 

classes reduces systemic risk, provides for asset liability matching at an individual level
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Why I should invest for long term? 

Living longer 

Saving to enjoy life today and tomorrow 

Coping with financial liabilities 

Long term investment to meet long term liabilities 

All of us are  than our forefathers. It’s absolutely essential to have  Due to increase in 

the cost of health care and longevity 

When you’re young you will have lesser income and lesser savings. When you reach middle age you will have higher income 

and higher savings. As you grow older, you will have perhaps no income and only your savings saved throughout your earning 

period will come to your rescue. 

Your financial needs like educating children, providing for their wedding expenses and keeping  need substantial money. These needs in a 

way are your financial liabilities. Against these financial liabilities, you need to steadily save and accumulate assets. 

When your  - for correct matching, you need to  If you do otherwise, your asset matures much earlier than your need and 

you may loose the rhythm of long term compounded savings that give sizeable money. Long term investments reduces volatility and enhances risk adjusted returns.

living longer enough money for old age.

you need more money for long term than for short term.

sufficient cushion for retirement

 liabilities are long term invest in long term assets.
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Why I should invest for long term? 

Keeping your long term savings intact 

Meeting short term needs 

Life insurance like pension and provident fund locks up your savings like in a bank vault and prevents you from withdrawing for 

your short term consumption needs

Of course you need money for short and medium term also. For those purposes, you need to keep some balance in your bank 

deposits and some in medium term investments like mutual funds for a balanced life style.

6-1



Why should I take a life Insurance plan from IndiaFirst?

Simple, easy to understand plans that are good for all 

Our legacy 

Because we offer simple and easy to understand life insurance plans that are good for all. We try hard to explain to you both 

pluses and minuses in every plan. We do believe, taking care of our customers’ interests is the best way to promote

our business. 

Bank of Baroda and Andhra Bank are two large banks owned by the Government of India. They joined hands with Legal & 

General, one of the oldest and most respected insurance players in UK to set up IndiaFirst. Our promoters have over 360 years 

of combined experience in servicing the financial needs of the world. Both our promoter banks put together have a loyal customer base of over 50 million whom they service 

through 4500 branches spread across the length and breadth of India. So wherever you go, you will find our bank branch within reach.
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Why should I take a life Insurance plan from IndiaFirst?

Why us?

But why should you insure with IndiaFirst? There are clear and substantial benefits - 

1. Our plans are 

2. They are  You do not find small print in our policies. We try hard to explain everything you need to know.

3. We have a network of over  from which you can reach us when you need anything

4. We service our customers well. We are the first life insurance company to be awarded ISO 9001:2008 certification 

in just 7months. Our PhoneFirst and NetFirst servicing channels help customers in everything they need.

5. We deliver good returns on your savings benefits and,

6. Our products have very innovative features like Policy Loans, Portability Options and importantly Instant Insurance

simple and easy to understand

fairly priced.

4500 bank offices
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We understand we need life insurance. But can you tell me what
kind of plan we should go for? 

Dual benefit

Choose your plan based on your need 

Right components in the right mix

Essentially there are two parts in a typical life insurance plan. The  and the 

The first one is called Death Benefit and the second one Maturity Benefits.

Some plans have only Death Benefits (Pure Term Plans) and some plans may have only maturity benefits. But 

The first thing you must know is whether the life insurance plan you are planning to buy has the right components in the right mix

Risk Protection component Savings component. 

many plans 

have both components in varying proportions. 

1



Recommending a life insurance solution

1.1

Let’s take one situation - 

High risk or low risk- decide your priorities and then move forward

1. If your family is financially dependent on your income

2. If you have financial liabilities like home loans or other loans

3. If you do not have other assets to take care of your family’s financial needs 

a. In the above circumstances, you should buy a life insurance plan with high Risk Protection component. The sum

assured should be 6-10 times of your annual income depending on your age minus the insurance and investments

you already have that can be liquidated in a financial emergency.

b. For example, If your annual income is ` 5 lakhs and you are aged 35, you may go for a cover of ` 50 lakhs. if you

already have ̀  5 insurance cover and ̀  5 lakhs bank deposits, you may subtract these amounts and go for ̀  40 lakhs 

sum insured.

You may go for a or go for a  that gives insurance cover of the desired amountPure Term Plan Savings Plan with a high risk component



What are the pluses and minuses of such a solution? 

Pluses of a pure term plan

Minuses of a pure term plan

 

The main advantage of a Pure Term Plan is, the premiums are very  You will get tax breaks on the premium. 

Low cost

Easy installments

Tax benefits 

But this plan does not give anything if there’s no death during the policy period. So, it’s a pure insurance cover that may not help you grow your savings.

No maturity benefit

No wealth accumulation 

low and affordable.
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What are the pluses and minuses of such a solution? 

2.1

When you take a Credit Life for a loan component, the benefits are -

Minuses of a credit life for loans

Even lower cost than pure term

Easy installments

Tax benefits

But like in term cover, you will have no maturity benefit

No wealth accumulation

Cover available is only for the loan component

May not provide for additional insurance for financial protection of the family



What are the pluses and minuses of such a solution? 

2.2

Pluses of a group insurance through your employer

Minuses of a group insurance through your employer

Similarly if you take a Group Insurance cover through your employer you benefit from -

Even lower cost than pure term

Easy installments

Tax benefits

But the drawbacks are - 

No maturity benefit

No wealth accumulation

Cover available only as long as you are part of the group

Detaches the moment you leave the group



Please tell us what’s your recommendation? 

Young and have financial liabilities… 

Let’s look at a typical situation -

As you are young and have financial liabilities, I suggest you take a  for any of your loans and add a pure term rider 
or  For meeting your other financial goals, you should also take a 
(regular premium)

1. You have covered yourself against possible financial crisis due to untimely death. But you need to save regularly to 
ensure you have enough money to meet your children's education, marriage, health and living expenses
after retirement.

2. You need to plan several years ahead for important financial goals like children education, retirement etc., for which you need to save money regularly in small amounts

3. You want to start saving now for money you may need after 10 years 

• You should buy a life insurance plan with a regular . Many life insurance plans offer savings cum risk protection - you may choose a plan with six 
monthly or yearly mode of payment basing on the amount you would like to save. 

• Out of the premium you pay, part of it goes towards your insurance premium for risk protection and the balance gets invested into the funds you may choose as per 
your risk appetite. Normally the funds deliver about 6-10% annual return.

• You may check the benefit illustration to understand how much and what charges are collected from you and how much is invested over a period of time. You 
should find out how much of your money would approximately be available to you at the end of the plan and whether you need to pay your premium regularly or for 
a limited period.

• Please also understand whether the return on your investment is guaranteed or market dependent

Credit Life
Term Plan. Savings Plan separately for wealth accumulation. 

Savings component
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Pluses of the IndiaFirst Smart Save Plan – systematic savings

Minuses of the IndiaFirst Smart Save Plan

Choose our  Plan for regular payment of premium for a longer time

Regular premium payments establish rhythm of savings

Rupee cost advantage

The power of compounding

Tax benefits

Minimum lock in for 5 years and longer period for better benefits

Need to ensure regular payment of premiums to avoid policy lapse

Returns on investments are market linked and not guaranteed

Smart Save

Which plan do you suggest?

(Visual to be used – scooter)
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Which plan do you suggest?

4.1

Pluses of the IndiaFirst Young India Plan – perfect for you and your loved ones

Minuses of the IndiaFirst Young India Plan

Choose our  for extra financial protection for your children due to the death or total and permanent disability 

of the family breadwinner

Higher financial protection due to death or disability

Regular premium payments establish rhythm of savings

Rupee cost advantage

The power of compounding

Tax benefits

Premiums are slightly higher than Smart Save Plan

Minimum lock in for 5 years and longer period for better benefits

Need to ensure regular payment of premiums to avoid policy lapse

Return on investments is market linked and not guaranteed

Young India Plan



Which plan do you suggest?

Pure insurance – first step

Savings - next step

Dual benefit

Prepare for rising costs

Sooner the better 

In summary we can say, first you cover yourself against financial risk through adequate pure insurance cover either through 

simple individual or group term plan or Credit Life 

And once you have adequate insurance cover, you keep enhancing your financial protection as your needs grow by investing in 

Smart Save or Young India plans 

These plans offer the dual benefits of  and  that come in handy on a rainy day

As costs of living are raising continuously, the answer is clear – you should save through regular and systematic savings

There is always a substantial difference in the wealth of people who start saving early through a systematic financial plan as compared to those who delay

risk protection accumulated savings
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Which plan do you suggest?

Long term product 

Being systematic always helps 

Lifetime security

Life insurance is a long term product that provides you the benefit of compounding while ensuring that your loved ones are 

taken care of

Remember, more than the amount saved it is the rhythm of savings that helps you realise your dreams faster. Life insurance in 

a way, forces you into a steady habit of savings better than other financial products do. 

It also helps you and your family meet unexpected financial liabilities due to lifetime events

4.4
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What is the IndiaFirst Smart Save plan? 

Unit linked insurance plan

Insurance + wealth accumulation

Choose your life cover 

Choice of funds 

Returns over a long term 

IndiaFirst Smart Save Plan is a 

It offers you an  on your life and additionally helps you grow a body of wealth through 

 

You can choose how much you would like to insure yourself based on your  and  This amount should 

ideally be what your family needs to avoid cash flow problems in an unfortunate life event.

The savings component of the plan earns return basing on the  you choose, just like in any other investments

This is a , and you will get better benefits if you invest for over 

Unit Linked Life Insurance Plan

 insurance cover market

linked instruments

premium age.

fund

 long term plan 15 years

1



How much do we need to pay?

Amount you want to invest 

Period you want to invest for 

Rhythm of payment 

You can decide the amount you want to invest every year starting with a minimum of ̀  12,000 

You can also choose the number of years you want to invest ie., either  in case of

and  in case of  based on your income and expense flows

You can choose to pay six monthly, yearly or in limited pay or lump sum as a single pay for the whole plan period

15, 20 or 25 years  Regular/Limited premium 

 15 years  Single premium,

2



How do you invest our money? 

Types of funds 

Switching/Redirecting your premium 

Basing on your individual preference and risk capacity, you may choose from any of the 5 different funds-Debt1, Equity1, 

Balanced1, Index Tracker or Value fund 

You can at any time,  between funds or  your future premiums in different funds based on the changes in your 

risk capacity and market conditions. You are allowed per month.

 switch re-direct

2 free switches 
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How much do we get in return? 

Consistent and risk adjusted returns 

Market linked returns - not guaranteed

Consult your financial advisor

We follow a  towards investing your funds, targeting  and 

You may please note however, the returns in this plan are  and are 

You may discuss with your financial advisor to understand your risk capacity and choose a fund that is suitable to your needs

disciplined approach consistent superior risk adjusted returns

 market linked not guaranteed
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Suppose we want to take our money out before 15 years? 

Discontinuing your plan 

Long term investment pays well

Partial withdrawal

Loan option

Fund value is paid at the end of the plan term 

You should not break the flow of savings unless you have some urgent and unforeseen need for money. In a financial 

emergency, you can discontinue your plan and withdraw your accumulated earnings  

However, life insurance plans work well if you keep investing regularly and for a long term, preferably over 10 years

Instead of discontinuing the plan, you may also go for partial withdrawals after 5 years 

If you need money before 5 years, we also have a  for you 

Your total accumulated savings net of the applicable charges are invested. This amount along with the earned returns, minus the withdrawals if any - is the  that’s 

paid to you at the end of the chosen plan term.

 after 5 years, free of exit charge.

 loan option

 fund value
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What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

Payment of sum assured or fund value, whichever is higher

Plans for every age

Sum assured based on age

We know you love your family. In the unfortunate event of the life assured’s demise during the plan term, we pay the sum 

assured or the fund value whichever is higher. 

Your plan offers you the choice to decide your life insurance based on your age. For example, if you are below 45 years of age 

now, you may choose a life insurance up to 40 times your first annual premium. 

You may note, the minimum sum assured is 105% of all the premiums payable during the plan term, or 10 times the annualised premiums, whichever is higher for 

regular/limited premium plans or 125% or 110% of the single premium based on age.
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What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

Policy Administration Charges 

Allocation Charges

• For regular/ limited premium, the charges are 1.8% of first year’s premium per annum inflating by 5% every plan year

• For single premium business, the charges are 1.20% of the single premium for the first ten years and 0% thereafter

• Policy Administration charge is subject to a maximum of ̀  6,000 per annum

Year

1

2-4

5 onwards

Single
Premium

Onetime
Allocation

Charges

6.7%

4%

3.5%

2%

7
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What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

7.1

• We don’t charge you a fortune

• Other than the  which depends on your and , there are 3 types of charges you pay

• Allocation Charges,

• Policy Administration Charges and 

• Fund Management Charges

• These 3 charges put together do not exceed  of reduction in yield, if you invest for  and between

, if you invest for years

 cost of insurance, age health condition

2.25% over 10 years

4-3% 5-10 

  

 



Do you have any other features that I should know? 

where AP is Annual Premium and FV is Fund Value

Where the plan is discontinued during the 

policy year annualized premium up to  25,000 annualized premium above  25,000

Discontinuance charge for plans having Discontinuance charge for plans having 

` `

1 Lower of 20%*(AP or FV) subject to  

of ` 3,000 of ` 6,000

2 Lower of 15%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum Lower of 4%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum 

of ` 2,000 of ` 5,000

3 Lower of 10%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum Lower of 3%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum

of ` 1,500 of ` 4,000

4 Lower of 5%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum Lower of 2%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum

of ` 1,000 of ` 2,000

5 & above Nil Nil

maximum Lower of 6%*(AP or FV) subject to maximum

Discontinuance charge 
You may check the discontinuance charges you will incur if you do not pay premiums at least for 5 years 
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Do you have any other features that I should know?

Tax benefits

Providing complete and correct information 

Mark your application as Single Premium 

Exchange of plan/refund 

You will enjoy several tax benefits in this plan under the current tax laws. You may check with your tax consultant for

more details. 

It’s important when you apply; please give complete and correct information especially about your  and  

These details are critical for making sure you get the right benefits under the plan.

If you choose to pay premium only once, remember to mark your application as

When you get your plan, read it carefully and if you find that it is not the right one for you, you may exchange it for another or ask for refund within 

health occupation.

 ‘Single Premium’ 

15 days of receiving it

8.1
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What is the IndiaFirst Young India plan?

Unit linked insurance plan 

Insurance + wealth accumulation

Choose your life cover 

Choice of funds 

IndiaFirst Young India Plan is a

It offers you an  on your life and additionally helps you grow a body of wealth through 

You can choose how much you would like to insure yourself based on your  This amount should 

ideally be what your family needs to avoid cash flow problems in an unfortunate life event.

The savings component of the plan earns return basing on the  you choose, just like in any other investments

 unit linked savings Plan

insurance cover market linked 

instruments

premium age.

fund

and 



What is the IndiaFirst Young India plan?

Returns over a long term 

Additional financial security 

This is a , and you will get better benefits if you invest for over 

The family also gets  even if any unfortunate event results in the life assured’s  

We will do this by paying the remaining premiums into the plan or directly to you.

long term plan 10 years

additional financial security death/disability.



How much do we need to pay? 

Amount you want to invest 

Period you want to invest for 

Rhythm of payment 

You can decide the amount you want to invest every year starting with a minimum of ̀  12,000 

You can also choose the number of years you want to invest ie., either 10, 15, 20 or 25 years, based on your income and 

expense flows 

You can choose to pay  for the whole plan periodsix monthly or yearly



How do you invest our money? 

Types of funds 

Switching/ Redirecting your premium 

Basing on your individual preference and risk capacity, you may choose from any of the 5 different funds-Debt1, Equity1, 

Balanced1, Index Tracker or Value fund. 

You can at any time,  between funds or  your future premiums in different funds based on the changes in your 

risk capacity and market conditions. You are allowed  per month.

switch re-direct

2 free switches



How much do we get in return? 

Consistent and risk adjusted returns 

Market linked returns - not guaranteed 

Consult your financial advisor 

We follow a  towards investing your funds, targeting  and 

You may please note however, the returns in this plan are and are 

You may discuss with your financial advisor to understand your risk capacity and choose a fund that is suitable to your needs

disciplined approach consistent superior risk adjusted returns

market linked not guaranteed



Suppose we want to take our money out before 10 years? 

Discontinuing your plan 

Long term investment pays well 

Partial withdrawal 

Loan option 

Fund value is paid at the end of the plan term 

You should not break the flow of savings unless you have some urgent and unforeseen need for money. In a financial 

emergency, you can discontinue your plan and withdraw your accumulated earnings 

However, life insurance plans work well if you keep investing regularly and for a long term, preferably over 

10 years 

Instead of discontinuing the plan, you may also go for partial withdrawals after 5 years 

If you need money before 5 years, we also have a  for you 

Your total accumulated savings net of the applicable charges are invested. This amount along with the earned returns, minus the withdrawals any – is the  that’s 

paid to you at the end of the chosen plan term.

after 5 years, free of exit charge. 

loan option

 fund value



What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

Payment of sum assured 

Additional benefit 

One more option - payment of all future premium immediately 

Plans for every age 

We know you love your family. In the unfortunate event of the life assured’s demise, during the plan term the beneficiary will 

receive a lump sum amount equal to the sum assured. 

Your family also gets additional financial security where we will pay the remaining premiums into the plan or directly to 

you/your beneficiary as chosen by you. You can opt for the additional benefit to be paid to the nominee immediately on the 

disability/ death of the life assured. The fund value is also paid out and the plan terminates. 

Alternatively, you can opt for all the future premiums to be paid immediately to the plan by creating units under funds that exist at that time. The fund value will be paid at the 

maturity date in addition to the payment already made. 

Your plan offers you the choice to decide your life insurance based on your age. For example, if you are below 45 years of age now, you may choose a life insurance upto 

40 times your first annual premium.



What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

Policy Administration Charges 

Fund Management Charge : 

• For regular premium, the charges are 1.8% of first year’s
premium per annum inflating by 5% every plan year

• Policy Administration charge is subject to a maximum
of ̀  6,000 per annum

1.35% p.a. per fund

Allocation Charges 

Year

1

2-4

5 onwards

Onetime
Allocation

Charges

6.7%

4%

3.5%



What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

• We don’t charge you a fortune

• Other than the  which depends on your  and there are 3 types of charges you pay 

• Allocation Charges, 

• Policy Administration Charges and 

• Fund Management Charge

• These 3 charges put together do not exceed of reduction in yield, if you invest for and 

between if you invest for 

cost of insurance, age health condition, 

2.25% over 10 years 

4-3%, 5-10 years



Do you have any other features that I should know?

       Where the plan is discontinued during the 
       policy year annualized premium up to  25,000 annualized premium above  25,000

Discontinuance charge for plans having Discontinuance charge for plans having 

` `

1 Lower of 20%*(AP or FV) subject to 

maximum of ` 3,000 maximum of ` 6,000

2 Lower of 15%*(AP or FV) subject to Lower of 4%*(AP or FV) subject to 

maximum of ` 2,000 maximum of ` 5,000

3 Lower of 10%*(AP or FV) subject to Lower of 3%*(AP or FV) subject to 

maximum of ` 1,500 maximum of ` 4,000

4 Lower of 5%*(AP or FV) subject to Lower of 2%*(AP or FV) subject to

maximum of ` 1,000 maximum of ` 2,000

5 & above Nil Nil

Lower of 6%*(AP or FV) subject to 

Discontinuance Charge 
You may check the discontinuance charges you will incur if you do not pay premiums at least for 5 years

Where AP is Annual Premium and FV is Fund Value



Do you have any other features that I should know?

Tax benefits 

Providing complete and correct information 

Exchange of plan/ refund 

You will enjoy several tax benefits in this plan under the current tax laws. You may check with your tax consultant for 

more details. 

It’s important when you apply please give complete and correct information especially about your  and  

These details are critical for making sure you get the right benefits under the plan.

When you get your plan, read it carefully and if you find that it is not the right one for you, you may exchange it for another or ask for refund within 

health occupation.

15 days of receiving it
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What is the IndiaFirst Life plan? 

Pure term protection plan 

Reasonable price 

Assured lump sum 

Our IndiaFirst Life Plan is a 

It offers you an  on your life for a period of up to at a reasonable price 

The life assured’s family is secured, as they get an assured lump sum benefit immediately, in case of the life assured’s 

untimely death

pure term protection plan

 insurance cover 30 years 



How much do we need to pay? 

Choose the amount you want to invest 

Choose the period of investment 

Rhythm of payment 

You can decide the amount you want to invest every year 

You can also choose the number of years you want to invest, based on your  and  This amount should ideally be 

what your family needs to avoid cash flow problems in an unfortunate life event.

You can choose to pay  or lump sum as a  for the whole plan period

 income age.

 monthly, six monthly, yearly  single pay



What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

Sum assured paid immediately 

Choose your life cover 

We know you love your family. In the unfortunate event of the life assured’s demise, during the plan term the beneficiary will 

receive a lump sum amount equal to the sum assured. 

You can choose a life cover between ̀  5 lakhs and ̀  20 crores based on your need



What do I get at the end of the plan term? 

No maturity benefit 

Non participating pure term plan 

There is no maturity or survival benefit payable under this plan

This is a non participating pure term assurance plan



Do you have any other features that I should know? 

Surrender option 

Tax benefits

Providing correct and complete information 

Exchange of plan/ refund 

You have the option to surrender your plan in case of any emergency 

You will enjoy several tax benefits in this plan under the current tax laws. You may check with your tax consultant for 

more details. 

It’s important when you apply please give complete and correct information especially about your  and  These details are critical for making sure you get the 

right benefits under the plan.

When you get your plan, read it carefully and if you find that it is not the right one for you, you may exchange it for another or ask for refund within 

 health occupation.

15 days of receiving it



What is the IndiaFirst Anytime Plan?

Online pure term protection plan 

Reasonable price 

Assured lump sum 

No intermediaries involved

Choose your life cover 

Non participating pure term plan 

Our IndiaFirst Anytime Plan is a  offered to customers online

It offers you an  on your life for a period of up to  at a reasonable price 

The life assured’s family is secured, as they get an assured lump sum benefit immediately, in case of the life assured’s 

untimely death

There are no intermediaries in this plan. You can now get your life cover anywhere and anytime by logging into 

You may choose a minimum life cover of ̀  10,00,000 and a maximum cover of ̀  49,00,000

This is a non participating pure term assurance plan

 pure term protection plan

insurance cover 30 years

www.indiafirstlife.com



What is the IndiaFirst Simple Life Plan?

Pure term protection plan

Reasonable price

Assured lump sum 

Single premium plan

Non participating pure term plan 

Our IndiaFirst Simple Life Plan is a 

It offers you an  on your life for a period of  at a reasonable price 

The life assured’s family is secured, as they get an assured lump sum benefit immediately, in case of the life assured’s 

untimely death

The plan is a single premium plan, involving a onetime payment only. You may choose a sum assured between 

` 5,000, ̀  10,000 and ̀  50,000.

This is a non participating pure term assurance plan

pure term protection plan 

 insurance cover 5-10 years
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What is the IndiaFirst Group Credit Life plan? 

Credit life for loan borrowers

Bank/ lender - the master policyholder 

Protection for your family from loan liabilities 

High non medical limits

 

Our IndiaFirst Group Credit Life Plan is a  offered to  of a common lender against

It is offered to you by your bank/lender who is the Master Policyholder

The plan provides you, the member with a  that protects your family from the burden of your 

You may choose your  and  while availing the benefit of 

pure term plan borrowers  any loan

 risk cover loan liabilities

mode of payment premium frequency high non medical limits



What are the cover options available? 

Choose your term cover 

The plan offers two you the flexibility to choose between a  and a level term cover reducing term cover 

Level term cover Reducing term cover

Premium payment

Plan term

Sum assured 

You may choose between regular/limited/single premium. 

The premium amount is based on your age, sum assured, 

loan term etc. 

Equal to the loan term at the time of applying for the plan

Equal to the initial amount. It is fixed and does not change 

during the plan term. You will be provided the Certificate of 

Insurance at the beginning of the plan.

You may choose between limited/single 

premium. The premium amount is based on 

your age, sum assured, loan term etc.

Equal to the loan term at the time of applying 
for the plan

Based on the loan amount outstanding at any 
time during the loan term, as per the original 
loan repayment chedule. You will be provided 
the Certificate of Insurance at the beginning 
of the plan.



What about insurance cover if something happens to me? 

Assured lump sum 

Choose your sum assured 

We know you love your family. In the unfortunate event of the life assured’s demise, during the plan term the beneficiary will 

receive a lump sum amount equal to the sum assured.

The minimum sum assured is ̀  5,000 while the maximum sum assured is ̀  5,00,00,000 



What happens if I foreclose my loan? 

Foreclosing your plan 

Surrendering your plan 

Your insurance cover will cease immediately, in case you pre pay and foreclose your plan

You will get the surrender value, if any



Can I take the plan now, even if though repayment of my loan
will start only after a few years? 
Can I take the plan now, even if though repayment of my loan
will start only after a few years? 

Moratorium benefit 

Risk cover before repayment of loan 

Start of loan repayment 

Outstanding loan amount will increase to the extent of the unpaid interest 

Yes you may. If the  and the  (EMI) are different (e.g., education loan), 

you may avail of .

The moratorium period allows your  to start even before the actual loan repayment schedule begins

You may choose to pay  in which case the   till the start of the loan repayment

If the interest is not paid, the outstanding loan amount will increase every month to the extent of the unpaid interest till the repayment starts

date of the loan disbursement start of loan repayment

‘Moratorium Benefit’

risk cover

interest during this period, sum assured will remain constant

Moratorium benefit 

Risk cover before repayment of loan 

Start of loan repayment 

Outstanding loan amount will increase to the extent of the unpaid interest 

Yes you may. If the  and the  (EMI) are different (e.g., education loan), 

you may avail of .

The moratorium period allows your  to start even before the actual loan repayment schedule begins

You may choose to pay  in which case the   till the start of the loan repayment

If the interest is not paid, the outstanding loan amount will increase every month to the extent of the unpaid interest till the repayment starts

date of the loan disbursement start of loan repayment

‘Moratorium Benefit’

risk cover

interest during this period, sum assured will remain constant



Can I take the plan jointly? 

Maximum 2 borrowers 

Choose your option 

Yes. There can be maximum 2 joint borrowers (for the same loan) under this plan

In case of joint borrowers, you may choose either the ‘Joint basis’ or ‘Loan share percentage’ option 



Do you have any other features that I should know?

No maturity benefit 

Disbursement of loan in phases 

New loan – new cover 

Tax benefits 

Provide complete and correct information 

There is no maturity of survival benefit payable under this plan

In cases where the loan is disbursed in phases (e.g., construction linked home loan), the cover will start from the 

 and will be equal to the amount of the 

The amount of any new loan will not be covered under the existing cover. A fresh cover may be issued for the new loan amount.

You will enjoy several tax benefits in this plan under the current tax laws. You may check with your tax consultant for more details. 

It’s important when you apply please give complete and correct information especially about your  and These details are critical for making sure you get the right 

benefits under the plan.

date of the 

first disbursement total loan amount

age health. 
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What is Ask- Apply- Get all about? 

Over- the- counter life insurance 

3 minutes promise 

3 simple steps 

Ask – Apply- Get is our over the counter process of selling life insurance across all Bank of Baroda and Andhra Bank 

branches 

Through this process, we will help you buy a Life Insurance policy in  as we understand and recognize the 

value of your time

The process is called 

• Ask the bank executive for the plan of your choice based on the detailed grid available, based on 

your income and requirements

• Fill out the proposal form at the counter and inform our call center about the same (by calling the toll 

free number provided)

• Get an instant confirmation on SMS and walk away, secured with your policy 

3 minutes

Ask-Apply-Get because you just need to follow 3 simple steps 

Ask: 

Apply:

Get: 



What is Ask- Apply- Get all about? 

Choose your plan 

Generic open packs 

Under this route, the products are offered with very specific options that are easy to select. For example, fixed range of sum 

assured options such that the plan can be issued over the counter without any underwriting hassles.

Alternatively, if you want to avail of a higher sum assured or pay higher premiums, you can choose to go through our generic 

open OTC packs and follow the normal process of buying Life Insurance



So what do I need to do? 

Choose the product of your choice 

Go through the benefit illustration 

Submit the filled proposal form 

Connect to IndiaFirst call center 

Re-confirm your details 

Choose any OTC product after going through the product features based on your individual requirements

Go through the benefit illustration in detail, understand the charges and risk factors associated with the product you choose

Fill in the proposal form and submit it to the bank employee along with the premium cheque

The bank employee will connect you to the IndiaFirst call center executive

Re-confirm your personal details along with details about your plan and nominee



So what do I need to do? 

Receiving your policy number 

Confirmation via sms and email 

Collect your policy pack 

You will receive your policy number on successful verification by the IndiaFirst call center executive

You will also receive an SMS on your mobile phone on your policy issuance and an email with your plan details within 

3 minutes of the verification call

• Collect your policy pack from the bank employee along with your copy of the proposal form and the BI

• Check if the policy number is written

• Ensure that the policy number is mentioned in the policy details page of the policy pack by the bank employee

• Your policy schedule, unit statement and first premium receipt will be sent via email/courier based on the mode you choose



What are the various product combinations available for me? 

Plenty to choose from 

You can choose from any of the following product combinations 

Smart Save plan – Single premium option

Option A (125% of SP) Option B (5 times of SP)

50,000 62,500 2,50,000 50,000 55,000

60,000 75,000 3,00,000 60,000 66,000

70,000 87,500 3,50,000 70,000 77,000

90,000 1,12,500 4,50,000 90,000 99,000

Age 18 to 44 Age 45 to 60

Sum assured (in )`
Premium (in ) ` Sum assured (in )`Premium (in )`



What are the various product combinations available for me? 

30,000 15 3,15,000

40,000 15 4,20,000

50,000 15 5,25,000

Age 18 to 55

Premium (in `) Policy Term  (in `)Sum assured

Smart Save plan – Limited premium option

15,000 15 2,36,250

20,000 15 3,15,000

25,000 15 3,93,750

30,000 15 4,72,500

Age 18 to 55

Premium (in `) Policy Term  (in `)Sum assured

Smart Save plan – Regular premium option

Young India plan – Regular premium option

                             

20,000 10 2,10,000 2,10,000

25,000 10 2,62,500 2,62,500

Age 18 to 55

                              Sum assured (in `)

Option A Option B
Premium (in )` Policy Term



Disclaimer

IN THIS PLAN, INVESTMENT RISK IN THE INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO IS BORNE BY THE POLICYHOLDER. The premiums paid in unit linked life insurance policies are subject 

to investment risks associated with capital markets and the NAVs of the units may go up or down, based on the performance of the fund and factors influencing the capital 

market, and the Insured is responsible for his/her decisions. For more details on risk factors, terms and conditions, please read the sales brochure carefully before concluding 

the sale. Please know the  associated risks and the applicable charges, from your insurance agent or the intermediary. We have a right to increase/introduce charges subject 

to prior approval from IRDA. Insurance is the subject matter of the solicitation. Product UIN’s: IndiaFirst Smart Save Plan - 143L010V01, IndiaFirst Young India Plan – 

143L011V01, IndiaFirst Life Plan - 143N007V01, IndiaFirst Simple Life Plan - 143N008V01, IndiaFirst Anytime Plan - 143N009V01, IndiaFirst Group Credit Life Plan - 

143N005V01, IndiaFirst Group Term Plan - 143N006V01


